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Who Is This Guy?
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Best-selling Author Neal Stephenson

http://www.nealstephenson.com
What Has He Written?

(among others)
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. . . The Pontifex Transform Is Used

(c) 1999
Pontifex == Solitaire

- In reality, Pontifex is really security expert Bruce Schneier’s Solitaire cryptosystem.
- Schneier describes it in Cryptonomicon’s appendix

www.schneier.com
Solitaire? A Cryptosystem??
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No, not *that* Solitaire . . .
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- Sender and Receiver begin with matched decks

- Each application of Solitaire generates a sequence of keystream values, each in the range [1..26]

- Roughly:
  - Plaintext + keystream = Ciphertext
  - Ciphertext - keystream = Plaintext
Keystream Algorithm: Step 1 of 5

Step 1: Exchange ‘A’ Joker with Following Card
Keystream Algorithm: Step 2 of 5

Step 2: Exchange ‘B’ Joker with Following Two Cards
Keystream Algorithm: Step 3 of 5

Step 3: “Triple Cut”
Keystream Algorithm: Step 4 of 5
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Step 4: Needs More Words Than I Have Space!
Keystream Algorithm: Step 5 of 5

Step 5:
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Step 5: 1st Card’s Value
Keystream Algorithm: Step 5 of 5

Step 5: 1st Card’s Value + 1 ⇒ Index
Keystream Algorithm: Step 5 of 5

Step 5: 1\text{st Card's Value} + 1 \Rightarrow \text{Index} \Rightarrow \text{Keystream Value} = 4
Encryption

Plaintext: N I F T Y

Letter Values: 14 9 6 20 25

Keystream Sequence: 4 2 4 1 5

Sums: 18 11 10 21 30

Wrap: 18 11 10 21 4

Ciphertext: R K J T D
Decryption

Ciphertext: R K J T D

Letter Values: 18 11 10 21 4
Keystream Sequence: 4 2 4 1 5
Differences: 14 9 6 20 -1
Wrap: 14 9 6 20 25
Plaintext: N I F T Y
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- Schneier has links to implementations in \(~ 12\) languages

- My Standard Adjustments:
  - Steps 1 and 2: No special bottom-of-deck behavior
    - Have students assume that the deck is circular
  - Use a different deck; for example:
    - Half-deck (only two suits)
    - Pinochle deck (need to add jokers)

⇒ Unwise cryptographically . . . but so what?
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:: Applicable to CS0, CS1, CS2, ...
So Why Is This “Nifty”?

- Flexible — Can assign entire system or just parts
- Provides a gentle introduction to cryptosystems
- Encourages distributed testing (message exchange)
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- Flexible — Can assign entire system or just parts
- Provides a gentle introduction to cryptosystems
- Encourages distributed testing (message exchange)
- Would be a fun algorithm to animate

- Just *might* encourage students to read a novel! 😊
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Any *Quick* Questions?

mccann@cs.arizona.edu
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